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We examined small-scale statistics of three-
dimensional (3D) homogeneous incompressible magne-
tohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence, and developed a
multi-scale simulation method for 3D MHD turbulence
using orthogonal wavelets. This method is called co-
herent vorticity and current density simulation (CVCS).
We also examined autoignition process in a homogeneous
n-heptane mixture in 3D hydrodynamic (HD) compress-
ible turbulence with chemical reactions, performing di-
rect numerical simulation (DNS) of this HD turbulence.
In the following, we summarize the achievements of these
studies.
3D incompressible MHD turbulence
The journal papers1, 2) were published. It is shown
that the Eulerian acceleration becomes more intermit-
tent as scales decreases than the Lagrangian acceleration
in MHD turbulence.1) This is in contrast to the case of
HD turbulence which exhibits extreme intermittency of
the Lagrangian acceleration compared to the Eulerian
acceleration.
In Ref. 2, we developed the CVCS method to track
the time evolution of coherent vorticity and current den-
sity in 3D MHD turbulence. CVCS was assessed for a 3D
forced homogeneous MHD turbulent ﬂow in comparison
to a DNS of the same ﬂow. It is found that, as long as
translation of coherent ﬂow and small-scale generation
are tracked by the use of a safety zone in wavelet space,
CVCS well preserves turbulent statistics, e.g. kinetic
and magnetic energies, probability density functions of
vorticity and current density, with a reduced number of
degrees of freedom.
3D HD compressible turbulence with chemical
reactions
We have developed a parallel code of the DNS of the
autoignition process of n-heptane pre-mixture in two-
dimensional (2D) and 3D homogeneous compressible tur-
bulence using a reduced chemical kinetic mechanism
(with 33 chemical species). (See Ref. 3 for the details of
the 2D DNS). We have also performed several 2D and 3D
DNS’s on 2562 and 2563 grid points, respectively, to ver-
ify their numerical results. We have found the followings
from a series of the DNS’s.
1. There is no remarkable diﬀerence of the time his-
tory of average temperature in 2D and 3D cases,
when the initial average temperature is the same.
Fig. 1: Membranal structure of the regions of strong
exothermal reaction in the autoignition process of n-
heptane pre-mixture in 3D homogeneous compressible
turbulence.
However, depending on the diﬀerence in the time-
evolutions of the energy spectra, the time-evolutions
of temperature spectra are diﬀerent in 2D and 3D
cases (although the temperature spectra are initially
the same); in 2D case the large scales of temperature
grow, while in 3D case, the small scales of tempera-
ture tend to grow.
2. In 3D case, temperature ﬂuctuations become small
(due to homogenization) when velocity ﬂuctuations
in turbulence are strong.
3. In the autoignition process of n-heptane pre-mixture
in 3D turbulence, the regions of strong exothermal
reaction form membranal structures (Fig.1), and
travel from high temperature regions to low tem-
perature regions.
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